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(54) Method of transferring ultra-thin substrates and application of the method to the

manufacture of a multilayer thin film device CO

(57) The present invention provides a method of

transfer of a first planar substrate with two major surfac-

es to a second substrata, comprising the steps ol: form-

ing the first planar substrate, attaching one of the major

surfaces of the first planar substrate to a carrier by

means of a release layer; attaching the other major sur~

face of the first substrate to the second substrate with a

curable polymer adhesive layer, partly curing the poly-

mer adhesive layer, disconnecting the release layer

from the first substrate to separate the first substrate

from the carrier, followed by curing the polymer adhe-

sive layer.

The method may be used to form a stack of dies (4,

14 ) which are adhered together by cured polymeric

layers (7, 17). Each die (4, 14 ...) may include a device

layer and an uluathin substrate manufactured and as-

sembled by the method described above.

Fig. 4E
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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a method of

transferring ultra-thin substrates, in particular, samicon-

duotor substrates including active devices as wed as a s

multi-layer thin film device manufacturabie using the

transfer method.

TECHNICAL BACKGROUND
10

[0002] In Older to try and increase density of packing

of Integrated circuits and semiconductor chips it is

known to tonm a so called "cube* package consisting of

a number of passivated device chips glued together In

a stacked configuration. Conventionally these devices «
are connected via one of the side surfaces of the cube

which is perpendicular to the layers of chips. One such

known connection method is shown in Fig. 1 which is

described in EP 631 310. It includes a cube of glued

chips 1 with connections on one of the sides of the cube

which Is perpendicular to ihe layers of chips. The side

connection connects through to the output pins 3 of a

carrier 2. The cube is manufactured in the following way.

Integrated circuit chips are formed on the upper surface

of a wafer. Next a polymer adhesive material is applied

tothe top ofthe completed chips. The wafer is men diced

and the plurality of integrated circuit chips are then

stacked, one on top of another, using the adhesive to

bondthem together. The resultingcube structure is rath-

er bulky as each layer of the stack includes both a chip 30

and also a carrier (semiconductor water) lor that chip.

[0003] A three-dVnenstonal memory packaging is

known from the article by Robert Bums, Warren Chase

and Dean Frew, entitled "Utilising three-dimensional

memory packaging and silicon on silicon technology for

next generation recording devices', ICMCM Proceed-

ings 1 992, pages 34 to 40. The known device is shown

schematically in Fig. 2 and includes a 3D memory 5 con-

nected by solder to the X and Y wiring or touting- , 6,

7

and the ground and source potential, 6, 9 of an MCM 40

substrate 10 which may be built up on a silicon substrate

1 1. As with the device known from EP-631 310 the indi-

vidual layers of the 3D memory 5 are stacked perpen-

dicularlylothe substrate 10 so that (he complete assem-

bly takes up quite a lot of space in the direction parpen- «
dicularto the substrate 10.

[0004] A semiconductor package stack module is

known from EP 729 1 84 in which a large scale integrated

circuit (LSI) is mounted viafine bumps on a ceramic car-

rier substrate or a flexfele carrier film on which wiring so

conductors are formed. A plurality of such carrier sub-

strates or carrier films are connected to each other by

bumps Via through holes which are electrically connect-

ed to the wiring conductors, thereby completing a three-

dimensional stack module. This stack takes up quite a ss

lot of room as each layer is relatively thick as it includes

both a carrier layer and a chip. Further, the connections

are made on one side of the cube resuming in the layers

624 Al 2

of chips being perpendicular to the substrate.

[0O0S] The above devices suffer from the problem

that the cube packages are formed from relatively thick

layers which not only makes them bulky but also nega-

tively affects their thermal properties.

[0OO6] The handling of ultra-thin substrates, in partic-

ular semiconductor substrates such as semiconductor

grade silicon, is difficult as such layers are brittle and
are easily damaged. In addition the transfer of more than

one layer to form a stack is particularly difficult as the

previous transferred layer does not provide a perfectly

flat base such that any attempt to transfer the next u Itra-

thin substrate may result in damage to this layer.

[0007] One method of transferring thin semiconductor

substrates including active devices is described In US
5,256.562. The method Is not described in detail but it

includes formation of thin film transistors on a first sub-

strate. The transistor side of the substrate is then glued

to a earner substrate using an epoxy adhesive. The car-

rier may be glass. The First substrate would then appear

to be removed although this step is not described and

the carrier and the TFT'e is transferred toa second sub-

strate and adhered thereto with another adhesive (not

specified). The glass carrier is then removed using hy-

drofluoric acid andtho epoxy adhesive removed by ox-

ygen plasma, sulphuric acid or boiling Irichlorethytene.

Alternatively, a removable epoxy is used to attach the

glass carrierand this is removed by subjecting the epoxy

adhesive to UV or microwave radiation, or chemicals

(not specified) to destroy the adhesive properties of the

epoxy layer. The epoxy layer is then removed by one of

the methods described above. This known technique

makes use of aggressive chemicals and complex pro-

cedures which means that the TFTs have to be protect-

ed by special layers. This makes the method inconven-

ient for commercial production. Further, no method is

described of how to 6tack one layer of TFT's on another

to form a three-dimensional structure of active devices.

In fact, due to the use of aggressive chemicals the pro-

cedure Is unsuitable for forming three-dimensional ac-

tive structures.

AIMS OF THE INVENTION

[0008] It is an object of the present invention to pro-

vide a method of assembly of integrated circuit chips

which allows the production of the stack of such chips

with high density.

mood] It is a further object ot ihe present invention to

provide a semiconductor device and a method ot mak-

ing the same which includes a three-dimensional struc-

ture of active and passive electronic devices which

takee up less room than the known three-dimensional

structures.

(001 0] It is etitla further object of the present Invention

to provide a method of safe transfer of very thin sub-

strates, especially semiconductor substrates.

[001 1 ] It is yet a further object of the present invent ion

2
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to provide a semiconductor device and a meihod of

making the same having a throe-dimensional slructure

of active and passive electronic devices which has bai-

ter thermal and/or electrical properties than convention-

al devices.

SUMMARY OP THE INVENTION

[0012] The present invention may provide a method

of transfer of a first planar substrate with two major sur-

faces to a second substrate, comprising the steps of;

forming the first planar substrate; attaching one of the

major surfaces ot the Rr6t planar substrate to a carrier

by means of a release layer; attaching tie other major

surface of the first substrate tothe second substrate with

a curable polymer adhesive layer; partly curing the pol-

ymer adhesive layer, and disconnecting the release lay-

er from the first substrate to separate the first substrate

from the carrier followed by curing the polymeradhesive

layer.

1001 3] The method may include the step of the cura-

ble adhesive being applied to the second substrate be-

fore the attaching step. The first substrate is preferably

an ultra-thin semiconductor substrate formed by thin-

ning a semiconductor substrate which is supported by

the carrier and the release layer during the thinning op-

eration.

[001 *1 The present invention may also provide a mul-

ti-layer thin film device composing: a plurality of layers,

each layer including a planar three-dimensional inter-

connect portion having "X". "Y" and "Z« connection rout-

ings and adjacent thereto a planar semiconductor de-

vice portion, the semiconductor device portion being

connected to the interconnect portion in each layer the

•X" and *Y" routings lying In the plane ofthe interconnect

portion and the "Z" routing being perpendicular thereto,

the "2" routing in each interconnect portion being se-

tectabty distributed throughout the interconnect portion.

[0015] The present invention also Includes a method

ot forming a multi-layer thin film device; comprising the

steps of

step 1 : attaching a semiconductor device to a sub*

strate;

step 2: providing a planar three-dimensional Inter-

connect portion on the substrate having *X\ "Y* and

•Z" connection routings adjacent to the semicon-

ductor device, the semiconductor device being con-

nected to the interconnect portion, the
m
X* and *Y"

routings lying in the plane of the interconnect por-

tion and the "2" routing being perpentfcubr thereto,

the "Z" routing in each Interconnect portion being

seloctably distributed throughout the interconnect

portion; and repeating steps 1 and 2 for each layer.

[OtH 6} The present inventionmay also Includea multi-

layer thin film device comprising: a plurality ot layers

forming a stack of layers, each layer including a planar

semiconductor device portion on an ultra-thin substrate,

the planar semiconductor device portion having a met-

allisation layer, each layerbeing adhered tothe next lay-

er by a cross-linked polymeric adhesive layer; and a

s groove within the stack, the metallisation layer of each

semicoductof device portion being exposed in said

groove.

[00171 The dependent claims define further individual

embodiments of the present invention.

10 [00161 The present Invention its advantages and em-

bodiments will now be described with reference to the

following drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0O19] Rgs. 1 and 2 show prior art devices.

[0020] Rgs. 3A to 3G show schematically manufac-

turing steps for transferring an ultra-thh substrate in ac-

cordance with an embodiment of the preseht Invention.

20 [0021] Figs. 4A to 4E show schematically manufac-

turing steps to form a multi-layer stack of thin substrates

in accordance with another embodiment of the present

invention.

[0022] Figs. 5A to 5F show schematic menufactunng

25 steps for transferring ultrathin eubstratee in accordance

with another embodiment of the present invention.

[0023] Figs. 6A to 61 show schematic manufactunng

steps for transferring ultrathin substrates *i accordance

with another embodiment o1 the present Invention,

so [0024] Rgs. 7A to 71 show schematic manufacturing

steps for transferring ultrathin substrates in accordance

with another embodiment of the present invention.

[0025] Fig. B isa schematic cross-sectional represen-

tation of a multi-layer thin film device in accordance with

35 an embodiment of the present invention.

[0026] Figs. 9A to 9K show schematic manufacturing

steps for manufacturing the multi-layer thin film device

shown in Fig. S.

[00271 Figs. 10A and B are schematic top- and side

do views of a mufti-layer thin film device as shown m Fig. 8.

nPftCRiprttON OF THE ILLUSTRATIVE

EMBODIMENTS

as rpo2o1 The present invention will be described with

reference to certain embodiments and to certain draw-

ings but !he present Invention is not limited thereto but

only by the claims. The drawings are schematic and

non-limiting and certain dimensions have been exag-

60 gerated for clarity purposes, in particular, niethods of

transferring thin substrates wfll be described with refer-

ence to the fabrication of a three<Umenetona1 structure

of active devices but the present invention is not limited

thereto but only by the attached claims.

as [0029] A method ot forming and transferring an ultra-

thin substrate in accordance with a first embodiment of

the present Invention will be described with reference to

Figs. 3A to 3F which show cross-sectional represenla-

3
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lions of the manufacturing steps required. Pig. 3A shows
a planar first substrate 1. Substrate 1 may be one ot a

variety ot suitable substrates, e.Q. single crystal semi-

conductor silicon, semiconductoramorphous siftcoa sil-

icon on glass, silicon on sapphire or quartz. Active de« *

vices and/or passive devices 2 are formed in or on one

major surface ot the substrate 1 by conventional means
such as, but not limited to, conventional semiconductor

processing techniques, lor example epitaxy. The devic-

es 2 may be any suitable active or passive devices w
which may Include a plurality of active and passive ele-

ments, e.g. an integrated circuit, CMOS transistors, thin

film transistors, capacitors, resistors, memory arrays,

micro- or nano-engrneered devices such as UV or IR

sensors, accelerometers. chemical or gas sensors, op-

to-electronic switches and circuits or similar. Substrate

1 may be a semiconductor water and the active devices

2 may be a. plurality of rntegratod circuits or dfes ar-

ranged on in© wafer i In a pattern as is well known to

the skilled person and which will be described in more 20

details with reference to the second embodiment.

[0030] Substrate 1 is next attached to a carrier sub-

strate 5 by means of a release layer 3 as shown sche-

matically in Fig. 3B. Release layer 3 is preferably a layer

which may be removed easily thermally and/or by soV *s

vents or by any other technique which provides low

chemical, mechanical and thermal stress to the active

devices 2. A thermal removal technique for release layer

3 should prelerably not involve heating the devices 2

above 250*C, more preferably not above 200 °C, and 30

most preferably not above 150°C. Release layer 3 may
be a photoresist layer having a good thermal stability, e.

g. a melting point of 120°C or moreand preferably being

soluble in acommon solvent such as acetone . A suitable

material for release layer 3 is photoresist A24562. avail- 35

able from Hoechsl, Germany The release layer 3 may
be applied by spin-coating from a solvent solution. Al-

ternatively, release layer 3may be made of a wax.

[0031] Carrier 5 may bo any suitable substrate, e.g. a

further semiconductor substrate such as a single crystal <o

silicon substrate, silicon on sapphire, silicon on glass,

an alumina, a glass or a quartz substrate or a metal sub-

strate such as aluminium.

[0032} The other major surface of the substrate 1 is

now optionally thmned by conventional grinding and poi- **

ishlng techniques, by reactive ton etching, by chemtaal-

mechanteal polishing (CMP) or similar to form an ultra-

thin planar substrate 1 ,2 as shown schematically in Fig.

3C composed of the active devices 2 and what is left of

the substrate 1 . Substrate 1 may also be cleaved from 50

the active devices 2 using any conventional technique,

such as the mechanical separation technique using po-

rous silicon as Is known from CP 797 258, and substrate

1 may be re-used. The ultra-thin substrate 1 ,2 may have
a thickness in the range 5-25 micron, and is mechani- SB

calry supported and protected by the carrier 5. For ex-

ample, the substrate thinning process may result in a
thinned substrate 1.2 which from now on will be called

a die 4, glued upside down on a supporting silicon chip

carrier 5 using the spin-on release layer 3. When an ul-

tra-thin die 4 Is not required the thinning step may be

omitted or may be terminated before an ultra-thin die 4

is obtained.

[0033] In the next step the die 4 with its devices 2 are

attached to a second substrata 6 as shown schemati-

cally In Fig. 3£. Accurate placement of the die 4 on the

second substrate 6 is preferable and may include the

steps of:

[0034] SI . Accurate alignment of the die 4 to the sec-

ond substrate 6 (e.g. preferably < +A10 urn).

[0035] S2. Application of a thin adhesive layer 7 be-

tween die 4 and the second substrats 6 (e.g. preferably

< 5 urn). The adhesive layer 7 should preferably have a

high adhesion strength, In particular sheer strength, low

thermal resistance and be a highly uniform layer in order

to anew stacking of lurther substrateson the top thereof.

[0036] In order to realise the first requirement, a flip-

chip aligner/bonder may be used, for example as an

FCG machine supplied by Karl Suss, France. Such a

bonder has an alignment accuracy better than +/- 3 urn.

The stated machine is precise enough to get an overall

accuracy of placement of +/- 1 0 urn, taking "mto account

possible movements of the die 4 after placement, e.g.

cLiring the removal of the carrier or the curing of the ad-

hesive layer. Another advantage of this known machine

is the good controitabtffty of the die and second sub-

strate temperature, as well as the applied force during

bonding. Furthermore, temperature and force may be

varied as a function of time in a rather general fashion.

[0037] For the second requirement, an adhesive layer

7 is preferred which is planarisable. is preferably easily

applied, e.g. by spin-coating, is preferably resistant to

any chemicals or thermal conditions used to remove or

weaken the release layer 3. and is preferably insulating

and has a high thermal conductivity Preferably, the ad-

hesive layer 7 is crosslinkable, i.e. curable, and that orv

cure shrinkage is not excessive and there is no outgas-

slng of gasses or water vapour or any bubble formation.

Further, adhesive layer 7 is preferably a polymer adhe-

sive layer. For the adhesive layer 7. a BOB material is

preferred, tn particular, Cyrtotena™ grades supplied by

Dow of Dow, Midland, USA are preferred. One potential

advantage of using BCB material is the reduction of the

number of materials In the final structure, avoiding any

non-compatibility problems as BCB may find use as a

general Insulating material in other parts of the final de-

vice. BCB may be applied in thin layers by spin-coating

with excellent control on uniformity as shown schemat-

ically in Fig. 3D and explained below. The planarisatton

achievable with BCB is better than or equal to80% and

is usually better than 85%. if two layers of BCB are ap-

plied, pianarisation better than 90% can be achieved.

[0038] Second substrate 6 may have an uneven up-

per surface as shown schematically in Fig. 3D as Indi-

cated by the irregularities fi. The adhesive layer7 ispref-

erabry sufficiently planarisable to cover such Inegulari-

4
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ties 8 while providing a flal upper surface. One disad-

vantage of BCB is the poor thermal properties of the pol-

ymer. This may be overcome by using a very thin layer

end optionally by the use of thermal conductors 8 in the

layer 7 of BCB as shown schematically in Figs. 3D and

E, These thermal conductors are of such a height that

they extend through a substantial portion of the thick-

ness of the BCB layer 7 but not completely so that an

insulating layer of BCB is still provided over the conduc-

tors 8. The purpose of the conductors 6 b to reduce the

thermal resistance of the adhesive layer 7, thus improv-

ing the thermal properties of the die4 when It is attached

and operating. In accordance with the present invention,

the BCB layer 7 is kept tacky and soft until the die attach

process is finalised. Further, it Is preferred to remove the

carrier 5 and the release layer 3. without damage to the

BCB layer 7. A suitable procedure tomeetthese require-

ments is:

[0038] S3. Spin coat a th in (3 urn) BCB layer 7 cm the

surface ol ihe second substrate 6 covering any irregu-

larities 8 and planarieing the surface (Fig. 3D).

[0040] $4. Pre-bak© the BCBteyer7 for 30 min at 30C

to soften the BCB.

[0041] S5. "Flip-chip* attach the thinned die 4 (using

carrier 5 as a support) on the soft BCB layer 7 (Fig. 3E).

The temperature at BCB - die Interlace is preferably

maintained at about 70°C ( and the applied pressure to

the die 4 is preferably about 60 kPa

[0042] S6. Post-bake the BCB layer 7 for 2 hours at

1 20C (below the melting temperature of the release lay-

er 3) in a nitrogen atmosphere. After this Ihermal treat-

ment the adhesive layer 7 is partly hardened and ft is

resistant to solvents such as acetone.

[0043] S7. Remove the carrier 5 by placing the lami-

nate 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 In acelone or another similar solvent

to remove the release layer 3, The carrier 5 may be re-

moved with a vacuum pipette.

[0044] S8. Remove any remaining photoresist on the

surface of the die 4 by dipping in an acetone bath at

room temperature.

[0045] S9. Finally, completely curing the BCB layer. 7

using the BCB curing profile recommended by the sup-

plier of the BCB (Fig. 3F>.

[0046] in order to test the adhesion strength of this

method, some dummy 5x5 mm dies 4 were attached to

a thin BCB layer 7, following the procedure described

above. Then, a standard die-shear test was performed.

An adhesion force in excess of 100 N was measured for

the SxSmm device (>4 MPa). Sometimes after removing

the carrier S from the thinned die 4, cracks may appear

m the th In BCB layer 7. triese disappear, however, after

curing of the BCB layer 7 in step S9. This may be ex-

plained by the occurrence of some flow of the BCB dur-

ing the temperature ramp-up of the curing process.

[0047] The above process may be repeated to pro-

duce a three dimensional stack 9 of dies 4 as shown

schematically In Figs. 4A to E, The starting point Is the

product of Fig. 3F onto which a further thin layer 17 of

BCB is spun-coated (Fig. 4A) in order to planarise the

surface and to provide an adhesive layer 1 7 for Ihe next

die 14 as shown schematically in Fig. 4B. Die 14 is ap-

plied to the adhesive layer 1 7 having been pre-attached

s to a carrier 15 using a release layer 1 3 such as soluble

photoresist as described above for carrier 5. release lay-

er 3 and die 4 (Fig. 4C). The carrier 1 S and the photore-

sist 13 are then removed as described above and the

adhesive Iayerl7baked tocomplete cure (Fig. 4D). This

io process may be repeated manytimes toproduce a stack

9 of dies 4 as shown in schematically in Fig. 4E. Each

individual layer of stack 9 (each made up of a die includ-

ing active devices and an adhesive layer) may be thin,

e.g. less than 300 microns, preferably less than 150 mi

-

is crons and more preferably less than 1 00 microns th Ick

and typically 25 microns thick resulting In a very com-

pact device In comparison with conventional stacks as

weH as having excellent thermal properties. Thermal

bridges S may be placed in any of the adhesive layers

so 7, 17, etc. to improve the Ihermal characteristics of ihe

stack 9.

[0040] In the above description of the first embodi-

ment the adhesive polymer layer 7 was applied to the

seoond substrate 6 In step S3 however the present in-

2B vcntion also deludes applying the adhesive layer 7 (e.

g. by spin-coating) to the surfaceof die 4 which has bean

exposed by thinning. The transfer of the die 4 to the sec-

ond substrate 6 may then be carried out In accordance

with steps S4 to S9 above. Note, however, that tha ap-

X plication of tha adhesive as described for step S3 b pre-

ferred as it pianarises the surface of substrate 6. The

planansatlon of the thinned surface of the die 4 is nor-

mally achieved adequately during the thinning process

of substrate 1 and therefore a further planansation is not

35 necessary. If necessary a polishing step may be applied

after thnnUg substrate 1 in order to improve the planari-

satkxi of the surface of the die 4.

[0049] in accordance with a second embodiment a

plurality of devices 22 are formed in a wafer 21 as shown

40 schematically In Fig. 5A. Devices 22 may be similar to

any of the devices 2 described above with respect to the

first embodiment. Wafer 21 may be any suitable wafer

such as. for example, a single crystal silicon water, a

silicon on glass or a siliconon sapphire wateror a quartz

45 water. The wafer 21 may be diced to produce individual

thicK dies 24 (Fig. 5B). Each die 24 may be processed

as above by attaching a carrier 5 with a release layer 3

and transferred and attached to a second substrate 6

and optionally to form a stack 9 as described above for

so the first embodiment. Alternatively, all the dies 24 may

be attached to a carrier 25 using a release layer 23. e.

g photoresist, as shown schematically in Fig. SC. Sub-

strate 21 may then be thinned by any conventional tech-

nique (Fig. SE). The laminate may then be sawn Into die

55 laminates 25, 23. 21 as shown in Fig. 5E. Each of these

die laminates 25. 23, 21 is then cleaned to remove any

debris caused by the sawing operation and attached to

a second substrate 26 by the methods described above

s
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using a polymer adhesive layer 27 (Fig. 5F) including

removal of the carrier 25 and release layer 23. Alterna-

tively, the wafer of Fig. SC may be sawn into die lami-

nates and the substrate 21 of each laminate Ihlnned in-

dividually before attachment toa further substrate 26 us-

ing an adhesive layer 27 and removal of the carrier 25

and release layer 23 (not shown).

[OO50J A third embodiment of the present invention

wil be described with reference to Figs. 6A to I which Is

particularty useful for the production of three dimension-

al memofy unfts. The starting material Is a substrate 1

,

e.g. a semiconductor substrate, onto which is formed or

deposited a layer 2 including active or passive devices

(Hg. 6A). e.g. memory cells. A metallisation layer may

be applied to the surface of the layer 2 of active anoVbr

passive devices and may include one or more bonding

pads 81 . Substrate 1 is attached to a carrier 5 by a re-

lease layer, e.g. solvent removable photoresist, as de-

scribed above (Fig. 66; Substrate i is then thirmed by

conventional techniques, such as chemical or mechan-

ical grinding and/or polishing, to form an uhra*thln sub-

strate 101 which may have a thickness of about 5 to 25

micron (Fig. 6C). A second substrate 82. e.g. a semi-

conductor substrate, is prepared with a layer83of active

or passive devices (Fig. 6D). An optional metallisation

layer with one or more bonding pads 85 may also be

provided. This substrate 82 is attached to the thinned

side of substrate 101 ustngan adhesive layer 84, e.g. a

polymer adhesive layer such as BCB (Fig 6E) which Is

softened by heating before adhesion. Substrate 82 is

then thinned to form a second ultra-thin substrate 102

(Fig. 6F). e.g. 6 to25 micron thickness. The above proc-

esses are repeated to form a stack 1 03 of device layers

attached to a substrate 104 by an adhesive layer 105

and attached to the carrier 5 via a release layer 3 (Fig.

6G), Each device layer the stack 103 may include one

or more bonding pads 81 , 85. 86, 87. The adhesive lay-

ers 84... 105 in the stack are now baked at a suitable

temperature, e.g, about 120°C, to make them resistant

to solvents such as acetone. The carrier 5 Is then re-

moved from the stack by dissolving away the release

layer 3 in a suitable solvent, e.g. acetone (Fig. 6H). The

stack 103 is then baked to completely cross-link the ad-

hesive layers 84... 105. Finally, the stack 103 may be

etcned or grooved to form a groove 108 through all the

layers of stack 103 (Fig. 61). This groove 106 may allow

access to alt the metallisation device layers in stack 1 03.

e.g. the bonding pads B1 . 85. 96, 87 may be exposed.

Contact metallisation (not shown) may be applied to the

surlaces of the groove 106 to make contacts with the

metallisations of the device layers.

[0051] A fourth embodiment of the present invention

will be described with reference to Figs. 7A to I. The

starting material is a substrate 1 witha layor2 deposited

or formed thereon or therein which may include active

or passive devices. The layer 2 may atso include a met-

allisation layer including one or more bonding pads 81

.

A trench 91 Is then formed, e.g. by etching, ion milling

1624A1 10

or simitar through device byer 2 into substrate 1 (Fig.

7A). A layer 107 ol insulating material, e.g. a BCB layer

is then deposited over the complete surface of the de-

vice layer 2 filling the trench 91 (Fig. 7B). The insulating

s layer 1 07 is then patterned by conventional techniques

to form a via hole above the bonding pad 81 . A metalli-

sation layer is then deposited and patterned to form a

metallisation strip 92 (Fig. 7C). The strip 92 extends so

that it overlaps the trench 91 .The top surface of insulai-

io ing layer 1 07 is then adhered to a carrier 5 by a release

layer 3 such as a solvent release layer, e.g. photoresist

(Fig. 7D>. Substrate 1 is then thinned by conventional

techniques to form an ultra-thin substrate 1 01 .
The thin-

ning shou Id be sufficient tomake contact with the bottom

is of the trench of the insulating layer 107 (Fig. 7E). A fur-

ther substrate is prepared with a device layer 83, an in-

sulating layer 108 and a metalteation strip 92 which is

attached to the under side of the substrate 1 01 by a pol-

ymeric adhesive layer, e.g. BCB. 84 (Fig. 7F). The sub-

zo strata is thinned to an ultra-thin substrate 109.

[0052] The above process is repeated and continued

until a stack 103 of device layers 2, 83..., thinned sub-

strates 101, 109... and Insulating layers 107, 10B... is

obtained (Fig. 7F). Each layer may have one or more

& metallisation strips 92-95. The trenches of the insulating

layers 107, 108 are preferably aligned one above the

other. The adhesive layers 84.. are partially cross-linked

by raising the temperature of the stack 103. e.g. to

120°C. After partial cross-linking the carrier 5 is ra-

30 moved by a solvent such as acetone (Fig. 76).

[0053] The aligned trenches are then etched or ion

milled to expose the metallisation strips 92-95 (Fig. 7H).

As shown in Fig. 71 which Is atop viewof the device, the

metallisation strips 92-95 may be offsetfrom each other.

*6 so that each may be accessed separately. A suitable

metallisation may then be applied (not shown)

.

[0054] In accordance with a fifth embodiment of the

present invention the above method ot attaching ultra-

ttiin dies to a substrate to form a stack may be used to

40 form a multi-layer thin film device 70 including a three-

dimensional structure which includes a three-dimen-

sional frterconnect 71 for connecting to the semicon-

ductor device portion 72 which may include a stack of

semiconductor device layers73as shown schematically

45 m Fig. 8. The multi-layer thin film device 70 is very com-

pact and has excellent tiermai properties. Trie three-

dimensional interconnect 71 in accordance with the

present invention includes connection paths or wiring

layers or connections in all three orthogonal space filling

so dimensions, i.e. X. Y and Z routing, for interconnecting

the semiconductor devices In the device layers 73

among themselves and to external.

[0055] Apreferred method and multi-layer thin filmds-

vfce 70 in accordance with the fifth embodiment will be

ss described with reference to Figs. 9A to K. A substrate

46 is first prepared. This substrate 46 may be any suit-

able substrate, in particular, any substrate which may

be used for MCM processing such as single crystal sil-

6
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icon, silicon on glass, silicon on sapphire, alumina, alu-

minium. An insulating layer 31 is ihen optionally depose

iled (Fig. 9A). Layer 31 may be any suitable insulating

layer such as, for example, an oxide layer ora spin-coat-

ed BOB layer or layers which has (have) a high level of

planariaailon. e.g. 80% or better, more preferably 85%

or better. The insulating layer 31 may have a thickness

of between 1 and 5, A first interconnection metallisation

32 is deposited onto the insulating layer 31 and pat-

terned in accordance with conventional techniques
(Fig.

gB). For instance, the first interconnection metaitestion

32 may include a 2 micron Ti/Cu/Tl laminate. The first

metallisation 32 may be produced by magnetron sput-

tering of a 30 nnV2 micron/30 nm Tt/Cu/TI wiring layer

with a wiring line thickness of 10 micron and a wiring

line spacing of 20 micron. Aliematively. the first metalli-

sation may be lormed by pattern plating copper wiring

lines. First a tin seed layer & sputtered followed by the

deposition and patterning ota 15micron thick resist. Trie

resist is patterned and the copper metal is plated in the

resist openings using a Jet-plating method. The wiring

linosmay boa smalt as 10 micron in width and 10 micron

in thickness,

[0056] The first interconnection metallisation 32 forma

part of the X and Y routing of the interconnect 71 (the

dimensions X and Y are orthogonal and Me in the piano

of the substrate 46. The 2 direction is peipendicular to

this plane.). TheX and Y routing 32 may be applied typ-

ically with a pitch of 50 microns or less and the position

of the individual metallisation elements may be Ireely

selected. Next metal. e.g. copper, studs 33 are plated

onto at leasta part of the first interconnection metallisa-

tion 32 (Rg. 9C). The height of the metals studs 33 is

preferabty chosen to be approximately the same thicks

ness as the thinned die 44 which will be applied in the

next steps. The studs 33 form part of the 2 routing of the

interconnect 71 in accordance with the present inven-

tion. The Z routing in accordance with the present In-

vention may typically have a pitch of 100 micron or less.

[0057] The studs 33 may be produced in a jet-plating

cell. Alternatively a conventional parallel plate plating

cell may be used. Between the anode of the ce« and a

substrate 46 an anode shieldmay be placed. This anode

may be a solid plate with holes approximately the size

ol the substrate to be plated. This is done to obtain a

more homogeneous plating. The obtained plating re^

suits obtained In this bath may be summarised as

:

Plating current 1 A/dm2 ; +/- 0.16 um/min : uniform-

ity over wafer = +/-6%
Plating current 3 A/dm2 : 0.50 um/min : uniform-

ity over water = +/- 15%

The plating uniformity between neighbouring features of

different sir® is typically better than 3%. A plating non-

uniform*y up to 10 % is acceptable for the studs 33 in

accordance with the present invention. Therelore a plat-

ing speed of around 0.25 micron/min may be used.

[0058] In orriet to realise the small studs 33. the plat-

ing may b* panned usin9 a thick photoresist such as

AZ4562 Thir. ''^ist is applied as a 15 to 20 urn thick

layer !th»ir.;-Mi .client resolution and a high resistance

5 to platinp solf nons. Studs 33 may be h the range 1 0 to

80 urn in aumelor with a thickness of betweenSum and

12 pm m heioht.

[00S9] A ihn i coating of a polymer adhesive layer 47

is now appueu io the complete surface ol the substrate

ro 46(Fiq '*D: Vr* instance, the adhesive layer47 is pref-

erably h iWn polymer layer such as a spin-coaled BCB

layer Trir t W5 'ayer 47 preferably has a thickness ot ^

to 5 m.c.^. t ^eferabty. Cyclotene™ 3202 from Dow is

used lor tt.». iaver 47. The BCB layer 47 is now pre-

is baked tor 30 min at 30C. A thinned die 44 is now trans-

ferred in toned with and attached to the BCB layer 47

oy any i>- th» -echniques for transfer of ultra-thin sub-

strates as rit, ;crlbed above (Fig. 9E). For example the

thinned die 44 is attached onto the soft BCB layer 47

20 using crtirk 45 as a support attached lo the die 44 by

a relewse iwyer 43, e.g. photoresist. Die 44 is preferably

an Integral Ki circuit having die bond pads 48 for elec-

trical com te on thareio. The temperature at BCB - die

interface is i preferably maintained at about 70°C. and

2S the applied i^ossure lothe die 44 is preferably about 80

kPa The BCLUayer47isnowpost-bakadthefor2hOUrs

at 120C 'below the melting temperature of the release

layer 43, m * nitrogen atmosphere. After this thermal

treatment, the adhesive layer 47 is partly hardened and

30 it Is resist*. :> lo solvents such as acetone. The carrier

45 may be removed by placing the laminate 43, 44, 45.

48 47 in * solvent such as acetone but the present in-

ventor. is» ot limited thereto. Tne carrier 45 may be re-

moved m*- a vacuum pipetie. Any remaining photore-

3S sist on ihr. surface of the die 44 may be removed by

dipping in ,?n acetone bath at room temperature. Finally,

the BCB iay^ i 47 is completely cured using the BCB cur-

ing profile i ©commended by the supplier of the BCB

(piq 9F>

40 [00601 A truck pnoto-BCB layer 34 is now applied to

the complete surface of substrate 48, e.g. by spin-coat,

ino Phoio-^CB Is a photosensitive BCB material avail-

able, for .r.siance, from Dow (Cyctotene™ 4202 is par-

ticularly twiorred). The photo-BCB layer34 ispatterned

<s and vias 35 openedon studs 33 anda cavity 36 opened

on and a.o»"rtthe cue 44 (Fig. 93). AsecondthM photo-

BCB la< e: .;/ is deposited on the complete surface of

the sutM.u.... . 46 and patterned to open the viae 35 on

the studr "-3 again and to open vias 38 on the die bond

*> pads 40 ;
;• 9H). The upper surface of the substrate

46 Is now dry etched toremove anyBCB residues in the

via hole* -is 38 and to remove any adhesive layer res-

idues oi . <*iude 33. Because ot the height of the studs

33. the adhesive layer 47 on top of the studs 33 will be

SB eianlficaniiy thinner than below the die 44.

modi ,g©xta second metalllsatton layer 49 is applied

which contacts the studs 33 and the die pads 48 <F.g.

91) This .metallisation layer may be a TVCu/Tl layer, e.

7
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g. 30nm/2 micron/30 nm respectively. The second met-

allisation layer 49 forms part of the X and Y routing of

the interconnect 71 in accordance with the present In-

vention. The X and Y routing may have a pitch of 50

microns or less. Intertayer studs 53 are now plated onto

the second metallisation layer49 lo provide a part ol the

Z routing of the interconnect 71 between the layers 73

olthe final device 70. Studs S3do not have to be aligned

wtn studs 33 and their position may be chosen freely.

The Z routing may have a pitch of 100 microns or lass

Finally, the upper surface of the substrate 46 is

planarised with a spun-coated BCB layer 57 (Fig. 9J)

which will also form the planarised base for placing the

next die 54.

[0062] The sequence of operations described above

may now repeated with the next layer of the semicon-

ductor device portion 72 and the interconnect 71 which

includes a third metallisation layer 52, a thir> polymer

adhesive layer (BCB) 67. a thinned die 34 with die pads

59, studs 63, first photo-BCB layer 54, a second photo-

BCB layer 65 and a fourth interconnect metalteation 69.

The thinned die 54- need not ba in alignment with the die

44. Instead its position may be freely chosen. The studs

63 need not be aligned with the Studs S3 or 33, Iheir

position may be freely chosen. More layers can be add-

ed lo form a final three dimensional struciure of a mul-

tilayer thin Mm device 70 as shown schematically m Fig.

9K. The final layer 75 may be a passivation layer to pro-

tect the complete device 70 and to reduce stresses

therein. Each layer 73of the device 70 may have a thick-

ness of less than 300 microns, preferably less than 1 50

microns and most preferably less than 100 microns.

(0063] A multi-layer thin film device 70 according to

the fourth embodiment is shown schematically in top

view in Fig. 10A and side-view in Fig. 10B. The device

layers 73 are connected electrically to power and

ground lines 112, 11 3 as well as to X, Y, and Z routings

1 1 4. e.g. signal wiringtypically inthe form of one ormore

busses. To avoid cross-talk it is preferred if the signal

routings 114 are microstrfp lines or etriplines. Both the

upper surface and the lowereurlace of each device layer

73 maybe provided with metallisation layers 111 for con-

nection to the power or ground wires 112,113 and signal

routings 114. The above multi-layer thin film device 70

has an interconnect 71 in which the X, Y and 2 routing

a freely selectable in their position. Further, the semi-

conductor devices, e.g. the dies 44, 54 of a layer 73 are

ultra-thin and may be safely transferred by the transier

method descnoed with reference to the above embodi-

ments. Th is provides for avery compact assign. Further,

the compact design provides a multi-thin Rim device 70

with excellent thermal properties.

{0064] While the invention has been shown and de-

scribed with reference to preferred embodiments, H will

be understood by those skilled in the art that various

changes or modifications in form and detail may be

made without departing from the scope and spirit of this

invention as defined In the attached claims. For in-

stance, the multi-layer thin film device 70 has been de-

scribed above with reference to only one die per device

layer 73. The present invention also includes a plurality

of dies in one or more layers of device 70.

s mo65] Further, the thermal bridges 8 have benn de-

scribed with reference to the stack and manufacturing

method shown in Fig. 4 but the present invention spe-

cifically includes using thermal bridges 8 in any of the

pofymerto adhesive layers in each or any of the embod-

fo iments of the present invention.

16

so

30

35

40

Claims

1 . A method of transfer of a first planar substrate with

two major surfaces to a second substrate, compris-

ing the steps of:

forming the first planar substrate,

attachtig one of the major surfaces of the first

planar substrate to a carrier by means of a re-

lease layer:

attaching the other major surface of the first

substrate to the second substrate with a cura-

ble polymer adhesive layer;

partly curing the polymer adhesive layer,

disconnecting the release layer from the first

substrate to separate the first substrate from

the carrier, followed by

curing the polymer adhesive layer.

2. The method according to claim 1 . wherein the cur-

able adhesive is applied to the second substrate be-

fore the attaching step.

3. The method according to claim 1 or 2. further com-

prising the step of thinning the first substrate after

the attaching step and before the disconnecting

step.

4. The method according to claim 3, wherein the

thinned first substrate has a thickness of 5 to25 mi-

cron.

45 5.

so

The method aocording to claim 3 or 4, further com-

prising the step of attaching a second substrate to

the thinned exposed surface of the first substrate

before the disconnecting step.

6. The method according to any previous claim, fur-

ther comprising the step of attaching a third sub-

strate to the exposed surface of the first substrate

after the disconnecting step.

sb 7, The methodaccording toany previous claim where-

in the first substrate Includes active anoYor passive

electronic devices.

8
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8 The method according lo any previous claim,

wherein the release layer includes a solvent remov-

able layer.

SK The method according to any ot the previous s

claims, wherein the first substrate includes a semi-

conductor substrate.

10. The method according lo any previous claim,

wherein the polymer release layer Is BCB. ™

11, A multi-layer thin film device comprising: a plurality

'

of layers, each layer includinga planar three-dimen-

sional interconnect portion having *X\ "V and "Z"

connection routings and adjacent thereto a planar

semiconductor device portion, the semiconductor

device portion being connected to the interconnect

ponon m each layer, the *X* and -V routings lying

in mc plane ot the interconnect portion and the *zr

routing being perpendicular thereto, the 'Z* routing

in e*cb interconnect portion being setectably dis-

inbutcd throughout the interconnect portion.

12 The mutt, layer thin film device according to claim

n wticicm the thickness ol oach layer ia 300 mi-

cron* or loss preferably 150 microns or less, more

preio^biy 100 microns or less and most preferably

SO micons or less.

13. A method of lorming 8 mutti-layer thin film device:

comprising the steps of

step *u*ching e semiconductor device to a

SUbM'rttO

step 1 pf oviding a planar three-dimensional in- «
tcf-oonoct poryon on the substrate having "X\

V wnd 'Z
m connection routings adjacent to the

semiconductor device, the semiconductor de-

vice being connected to the interconnect por-

tion no mXm and "Y
- routings tying In the plane

of the interconnect portion and the *ZP routing

be ng perpendicular thereto, the "Z
- routing m

qhzH interconnect portion being eeiectabty dis-

tributed throughout the interconnect portion;

and
repeating steps 1 and 2for each layer.

14. A multi-layer thin Him device comprising.

e plurality of layers forming a stack of layers,

each layer including a ptanar semiconductor

device portion on an ultra-thin substrate, the

planar semiconductor device portion having a

metallisation layer, each layer of the stack be-

ing adhered to the next layer by a cross-linked

polymeric adhesive layer, and

a groove within the stack, the metallisation lay-

er of each semiconductor device portion being

exposed in said groove.

15. The multi-layer thin film device according to claim

14 which is a memory.

30

40

as

so

55
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om~ SHEETS EP 99 20 1061

1. Claims; 1-10

Method of fabrication of a wltllayer substrate using

partially finished substrates, temporary carriers and a

sequence of curing steps for the lamination adhesive*.

Z. Claims: 11-13

Routing plan for a aultl -layer thin f1l« device.

3. Clato: 14, 15

Structural layout of a th1n-f1l« stack.
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ANNEXTO THE EUROPEAN SEARCH REPORT
ON EUROPEAN PATENT APPLICATION NO. EP 99 20 1061

Thte AnrMoUltttwm pMr^Hnfly iMjr^i^^jiij^ c#*<J In fi# irwrAjiisJ Binspfon March nporv.

CRMH MMth MpOCt
i

*
t,r V99Q9T£V 21-06-1996 JP 2581427 6 12-02^1997

JP 7170072 A 04-07-1995
JP 2581431 B 12-02-1997
JP 7202424 A 04HJ8-1995
JP 7202427 A 04-08-1995
CA 2138218 A 17-06-1995
CA 2245047 A 17-06-1995

IIS 5324607 A 28-06-1994 NONE

US B422513 A 06-06-199S NONE

WO 9217045 A 01-10-1992 NONE

EP 0075945 A 06-04-1983 JP 58056454 A 04-04-1983
JP 58056455 A 04-04-1983
DE 3278871 A 08-09-1988
US 4500905 A 19-02-1985

;

EP 0209173 A 21-01-1987 NL 8501773 A 16-01-1987
AU 585355 B 15-06-1989
AJJ 5885486 A 24-12^1986
CA 1245776 A 29-11-1988
CN 1004669 8 28-06-1989
ES 556144 A 01-07-1987

• JP 2608548 8 07-05-1997
JP 61294346 A 26-12-1986
US 4983251 A 08-01-1991

DE 19702121 C 18-06-1998 Wo 9833216 A 30-07-1998

EP 0611129 A 17-08-1994 us 5353498 A 11-10-1994
JP 7007134 A 10-01-1994
us 5497033 A 05-03-1996

OP 60206058 A 17-10-1985 JP 1808084 C 10-12-1993
JP 6020906 8 22-03-1993
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